
Astute integrity managers realize there are no easy buttons or shortcuts 
when it comes to In Line Inspection programs, and nothing can replace 
the experience of a qualified expert in processing and reviewing your 
ILI results. 

Integrity Plus has extensive experience in reviewing, aligning, and cat-
egorizing ILI anomaly data as well as associated process development. 
Our ILI consulting services team provides unbiased and dedicated ILI 
support ranging from ILI tool capability consulting to results analysis 
and interpretation. Our combination of integrity management regula-
tory expertise coupled with ILI technical experience make Integrity Plus 
uniquely qualified to support your ILI program goals and objectives.

Program Development & Inspection Support

A successful pipeline assessment starts with developing a solid integ-
rity management program, as well as the selection of tools best suited 
for your organization. Integrity Plus offers customized consultation to 
ensure the In Line Inspection process runs smoothly from start to finish 
to provide you with quality results.

Alignment Services

We can quickly and accurately align ILI data for a low-cost, fixed fee. With 
your data properly aligned, you can more accurately locate anomalies 
revealed during pig inspections. When you accurately locate irregulari-
ties revealed during inspections, you can save money when digging to 
perform pipeline repairs.
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Integrity Plus Experience
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• Superior Customer 
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Knowledge
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Assessment Services

Integrity Plus’s ILI team quickly processes data and trans-
forms it into knowledge to identify actionable anomalies and 
support better planning, monitoring and decision-making. 
As an independent consulting firm, Integrity Plus offers 
extensive experience in converting and integrating gas and 
liquid pipeline data regardless of the vendor or tool used. 

Result Integration & Support

Rather than treat each ILI as a separate, standalone inspec-
tion, industry regulations and best practices focus on the 
integration of multiple data sets. Integrity Plus offers plan-
ning, reporting, and regulatory support to ensure your data 
is effectively integrated to help give a clearer picture of your 
pipeline’s integrity. 


